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Abstract

Graphics processor units (GPUs) have evolved to handle throughput oriented workloads where a large number of parallel threads must make progress. Such threads are organized around shared memory making it possible to synchronize and cooperate on shared data. Current GPUs can run tens of thousands of hardware threads and have been optimized for graphics workloads. Several high level languages have been developed to easily program the GPUs for general purpose computing problems. The use of high-level languages introduces the need for highly optimizing compilers that target the parallel GPU device.

In this paper, we present our experiences in developing compilation techniques for a high level language called CUDA C. We explain the CUDA architecture and programming model and provide insights into why certain optimizations are important for achieving high performance on a GPU. In addition to classical optimizations, we present optimizations developed specifically for the CUDA architecture. We evaluate these techniques, and present performance results that show significant improvements on hundreds of kernels as well as applications.
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1. Introduction

For the last decade, graphics processors (GPUs) have been evolving rapidly in several dimensions. First, the densities observed in GPUs are outpacing those in commodity CPUs [1]. The latest GPU from NVIDIA, called Fermi, has roughly 3 billion transistors. Secondly these GPUs have evolved to provide high throughputs where every pixel needs to be computed and painted in a fixed frame time. The GPU can create, run and retire a large number of threads very rapidly. The GPU uses multithreading to hide latency – when a thread stalls it is beneficial to have several threads that are ready to run. The register state of the threads is replicated and that makes it very cheap to switch to a waiting thread.

The aggregate compute power of such devices is tremendous and many have tried to use GPUs for general purpose scientific computations (GPGPUs) [2][3]. Early attempts tried to use existing graphics languages and APIs [4] for numeric and scientific computations. General experience from such attempts was that
it required a high programming and learning effort to repurpose software APIs and languages meant for graphics applications. A programmer, in order to leverage existing software, had to understand graphics hardware and abstractions for programming such machines.

Later attempts tried to move away from graphics abstractions by designing and implementing stream oriented languages designed to exploit the parallelism inherent in GPUs. Brook [5] was one such language based on C that added notions of streams and kernels. This was a significant improvement over the previous approaches but a new language requires a significant learning effort.

The biggest challenge is how to design software for GPUs that is easy to write and yet can help achieve high performance at a relatively modest development cost.

In this paper we describe a system called CUDA C that makes significant progress towards addressing this challenge. CUDA C is a heterogeneous programming environment, with minimal extensions to C/C++, to help programmers write applications for GPUs. CUDA C has been successfully learnt easily and used by hundreds of thousands of C/C++ programmers. This early success of CUDA C inspired similar technologies such as DirectCompute [6] and OpenCL [7].

This paper makes the following contributions:

- We present a study of the CUDA architecture and programming model, and some high-level optimizations that a compiler should have to achieve high performance in CUDA kernels.
- We provide insights into why these optimizations are important.
- We give a detailed description of a production quality CUDA compiler and its implementation.
- We provide a detailed study of performance of 521 kernels and how compiler optimizations affect their performance. We also present performance results from an application and a benchmark suite. Our results show performance improvements up to 32X the baseline performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give an overview of the CUDA architecture and the CUDA compiler. In section 3 we give a detailed description of existing and new optimizations that are part of the compiler. In section 4 we evaluate the effectiveness of these optimizations on 521 CUDA kernels from benchmarks and applications, as well as on the runtime performance of other applications. In section 5 we describe related work. Finally in section 6 we conclude with some directions for future work.

2. CUDA architecture and compiler

In this section, we present some characteristics of the CUDA architecture, and a brief overview of the CUDA compiler.

2.1. CUDA Architecture

The CUDA [8] architecture is built around an array of multithreaded streaming multiprocessors (SMs) in an NVIDIA GPU. The data-parallel compute kernels in an application are off-loaded for concurrent execution on the GPU device, while the remainder of the application is executed on the CPU host. A CUDA SM has a Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) architecture. A thread executing a kernel is part of a cooperative thread array (CTA). Threads in a CTA are scheduled in groups of parallel threads called warps. The register set in the SM is partitioned among the warps running on the SM. As a result, the number of threads that can simultaneously be scheduled on an SM is dependent on the number of registers used by the kernel and the number of registers available on the SM. We define occupancy to be the ratio of the number of resident warps to the maximum number of resident warps on an SM [9]. It is important for a CUDA C compiler to reduce register usage to improve occupancy, without sacrificing code quality of the kernel.

All threads in a warp execute the same instruction. If threads in a warp take different paths in a conditional branch, then the conditional is said to be thread-variant, and the threads are said to diverge at the branch. In such a scenario, the taken branches are executed serially. It is best for performance if no branch divergence occurs.
{ // D, S: array of int
  if (m)
    p = S;
  else if (n)
    foo(&p);
  // use (*p)
}

{ // X, W: array of int
  for (int i = 0; i < n; ++i)
    q = &W[1024-i];

  // use (*p)
}

__device__ int *G1;
__shared__ int G2;
__device__ void f(void)
{ G1 = &G2;
  G1 = &G2;
}
__device__ void g(void)
{ f(&D, &S);
  f(&D, &S);
}

__device__ void f(int *a, int *b)
{ /* use (*a), (*b) */
}
__device__ int D;
__shared__ int S;
__device__ void g(void)
{ /* use (*G1) */
}
__device__ int *G1;
__shared__ int G2;
__device__ void f(void)
{ /* use (*a), (*b) */
}
__device__ int D;
__shared__ int S;
__device__ void g(void)
{ f(&D, &S);
  f(&D, &S);
}

Figure 1: Memory space analysis motivating examples: (a) Conditional statements (b) Loop statement (c) Escaped address (d) Memory space across calls

2.2. Compiler Overview

The compiler, called nvcc, is part of NVIDIA’s production CUDA toolchain. The heterogeneous CUDA program containing host and device code is input to a CUDA C language front end (CUDAFE). The front end partitions the program into a host part and a device part. The host part is compiled as C++ code by the host compiler and the device part is fed to a high-level backend based on Open64 [10] and targets the PTX instruction set. The PTX code is compiled by a device specific optimizing code generator called PTXAS. The compiled host code is combined with the device code to create an executable application. The work presented in this paper is based on the Open64 framework and covers the high level and the low level optimizations in Section 3.

2.2.1. Open64 Background

Open64 is an open-source production quality compiler infrastructure based on the SGI Pro64 compiler. It translates the input code to an IR called WHIRL. Open64’s high level optimization passes, PreOptimizer (PreOpt) and WHIRL Optimizer (WOPT), are invoked on this representation. Finally code generation (CG) phase translates the optimized WHIRL to its internal IR. It performs low level optimizations, and emits PTX output.

2.2.2. PTX Overview

The output language of Open64, PTX [11], is an abstraction of the underlying hardware. It is a machine independent ISA that is compiled to generate machine code. PTX has an unlimited number of registers. As a result, the Open64 phase does not perform register allocation. The allocation of device registers is done in PTXAS phase.

3. Optimization

We added several optimizations in Open64’s WOPT phase, and several PTX level transformations in CG. In this section, we present memory space analysis, variance analysis, and memory access vectorization, which we implemented in the Open64 compiler. As addressed in Section 5, many of these are based on prior research contributions. However to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first effort to apply these for compilations targeting a GPU device. We also present some classical optimizations. Finally, we explain how some of these phases may help optimize an example code segment.

3.1. Memory space analysis

The GPU has a hierarchy of address spaces. The compiler generates specific memory access instructions for local, shared, or global address spaces. On the Fermi architecture, if the compiler is unable to determine the address space for a memory access, then it generates a generic access.

3.1.1. Motivation

We want to resolve address spaces at compile-time because specific memory accesses are faster than the generic versions. In addition, if the compiler is unable to resolve the address space of a memory reference, then it may need to insert a convert operation from a specific to a generic address, which incurs overhead. Determining the address space of a memory reference also helps alias analysis and memory disambiguation.
The idea is that two pointers pointing to two different address spaces do not alias. As a result, generating specific memory access instructions is crucial for achieving good performance in CUDA applications.

Without memory space analysis, it may not be possible to determine which memory space a pointer points to. In Figure 1a, if the data objects D and S reside in the same memory space M, and if after inlining function foo pointer p is also determined to point to an object in memory space M, then this analysis may be able to determine that pointer p points to memory space M, and hence, be able to use specific memory accesses. If D and S reside in different address spaces, or if the pointer p cannot be resolved after the function call, then the memory accesses through p will be generic. In the example in Figure 1b, if data objects X and W are in the same address space, then the accesses to pointer q can be specific memory load operations.

CUDA C does not have a way to state what memory space a pointer points to. In Figure 1c, the declaration of G1 implies that the pointer itself resides in global memory. It does not state what memory space it points to. Similarly, in Figure 1d, there is no way to indicate what memory space the arguments to function f point to. As a result, a pointer can escape in situations such as when an address in a specific memory space is assigned to a globally accessible pointer (assigning to G1 in Figure 1c), or when a pointer is passed as argument to a function (Figure 1d). When a pointer escapes, the compiler may use specific memory accesses only if it is able to resolve a particular instance of the escaped pointer access.

3.1.2. Implementation

The analysis pass is a forward data-flow analysis on elements of a lattice. The transfer function is monotone - it moves the state of an expression down a lattice path from ⊤ to a specific memory space, and then to ⊥. The analysis propagates the memory space of address expressions from a point in the program where the target memory space is known. Typically, the forward flow begins from a point where the address is taken of an object residing in a certain address space. All address expressions start with uninitialized memory space (⊤). The transfer function is applied to move the element to a specific address space. A meet operation between two specific address spaces pushes the expression down to unknown memory space (⊥). The analysis completes once it reaches a fixed point. Addresses marked ⊥ are accessed generically.

3.2. Variance analysis

As we explained in Section 2.1, threads executing a kernel may evaluate an instruction differently if the instruction depends on thread-variant data like thread id. Computations that depend on thread id will evaluate differently potentially generating more thread-variant data. If a branch condition is potentially thread-variant, then threads might diverge at the branch.

3.2.1. Motivation

Variance analysis [12] is used to identify thread-variant and thread-invariant instructions. The goal of variance analysis is to determine the thread-variance state of all expressions. The analysis results of this pass can be utilized by other optimization passes. For example, to minimize the serialized execution of divergent branches, it is important that divergent branch statements are as short as possible. Optimizations such as partial-redundancy elimination may attempt to move computations from straight-line sequence into branches. Such optimizations can utilize variance analysis results to prevent moving code into a branch if it is a divergent branch.

Similarly, jump threading transformation may clone a statement and move it from outside a branch to both branches of a conditional statement. CUDA C provides a textually aligned barrier (_syncthreads). Hence, all or none of the threads in a block must execute the same textual barrier instruction. This implies that a barrier instruction must not be cloned and inserted in divergent code sequences to preserve correctness. Variance analysis can be utilized to prevent such transformations.

3.2.2. Implementation

The key insight and property of the CUDA programming model that makes variance analysis possible is that every thread of a kernel reads the same parameters and thread-variant instructions and accesses are easily identified. Examples of thread-variant accesses include reads from thread id and results of atomic instructions.
Build forward data flow
Create work-list with initial set of variant values
while work-list is not empty
  /* Traverse data flow to propagate variance state forward */
  do
    Pop element from work-list
    Propagate variance state from def to use
    if variance state of use changed
      push LHS of use to work-list
    end if
  while work-list is not empty
  /* Traverse control dependence graph */
  Propagate variance state from branch condition to \ expressions in branch
  if variance state of expression changed
    push LHS of expression to work-list
  end if
end while

for each basic block (BB)
  for each instruction in the BB
    if instruction is a vectorization candidate
      start vector, add access to it
      for each remaining instruction in the BB
        if instruction inhibits vectorization
          stop vector formation
          emit any legal vector already formed
        break
        end if /* vectorization inhibited */
        if can add to vector
          add access to vector
        end if /* access added to vector */
      end for /* each remaining instruction in BB */
      emit vector if legal
    end if /* vector candidate? */
  end for /* each instruction in BB */
end for /* each BB */

Figure 2: (a) Variance analysis algorithm (b) Memory access vectorization algorithm

We compute thread variance by optimistically assuming that every expression and statement is thread-invariant except for the set that is initially required to be thread dependent. We propagate the variance from this initial set to the data and control dependence successors, i.e. the program dependence graph. This is effectively computing the forward program slice ([13] [14] [15]) of the initially assumed set of thread-variant instructions. In short, every statement and instruction in the forward slice of thread-variant instructions must be assumed thread-variant and the rest can be assumed thread-invariant. We perform this analysis on SSA-based IR [16] in the WOPT phase (Figure 2a).

3.3. Memory access vectorization
The GPU can support coalescing of per-thread memory accesses into short vectors of two or four elements. For example, instead of a thread executing two 32-bit loads (ld) from adjacent addresses, it can execute a single vector load (ld.v2) to load 64 bits of data at once. By vectorizing we reduce the amount of memory access latency from multiple separate accesses.

This optimization is performed in the CG phase at the basic block level, operating on PTX-like CG IR (Figure 2b). The ability to coalesce two loads or two stores depends on whether the memory accesses are contiguous. If possible, the object alignment may be increased to enable a vector access. We also have to check whether any intervening instructions clobber or depend on the registers and memory that the potential vector uses. For \( v \) vectorizable memory accesses in a basic block with \( n \) instructions, the complexity of the algorithm is \( O(n \times v) \).

3.4. Other optimizations
Loop unrolling implemented on WHIRL in the WOPT phase proved to be very useful, because it can enable other optimizations. It helps fold computations of loop induction variables. It enables scalar replacement of array and struct accesses. This often makes a considerable difference if it can optimize expensive local memory accesses. Full unrolling also enables vectorization.

Partial redundancy elimination of loads and expressions benefits CUDA performance. PRE of loads (LPRE) [17] can optimize away expensive memory accesses. PRE of expressions (EPRE) reduces redundancies in general, and enables other downstream optimizations.

PRE also often moves computations present in sequential code into branch statements. However, optimizations that in general tend to increase the length of code sequences controlled by a divergent branch should be avoided. Hoisting extra computations out of branches is beneficial in such cases.

3.5. An example
Let us look at a simple example (Figure 3a) of a loop accessing an array residing in device memory, and analyze how some of these optimizations can be applied. Figure 3b shows the unoptimized PTX code for the kernel in pseudo code. Note how the array base-address computations are redundantly performed in each iteration of the loop.
// some constant "N"
__device__ int D[N];
__device__ int E[N];
__global__ void kernel(int n, int m)
{
  int* p = n > m ? D : E;  // some code
  // "k" is thread-variant
  for (int i = 0; i < k; ++i)
      sum += p[i] + p[n];
  // code that uses "sum"
}

convert "D" to generic addr
convert "E" to generic addr
set "p" selecting from "D","E"
// "p" has generic address
Loop::
  load "n" from param space
  compute &"p[n]"
  load generic from &"p[n]"
  Loop::
    compute &"p[i]"
    load generic from &"p[i]"
    perform addition
    increment index
    compare
    branch conditional to Loop
set "p" selecting from "D","E"
load "n" from param space
compute &"p[n]"
load global from &"p[n]"
Loop::
  compute &"p[i]"
  load global from &"p[i]"
  perform addition
  increment index
  compare
  branch conditional to Loop

Figure 3: (a) CUDA code (b) Pseudo code for unoptimized kernel (c) After EPRE, LPRE (d) After memory space analysis

Table 1: Summary of performance results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization name</th>
<th>Number of kernels</th>
<th>Number(%) of kernels with improvement</th>
<th>Number(%) of kernels with no change</th>
<th>Number(%) of kernels with slowdown</th>
<th>Minimum improvement(%)</th>
<th>Maximum improvement(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrolling</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>424 (81.38)</td>
<td>90 (17.27)</td>
<td>7 (1.34)</td>
<td>-6.10</td>
<td>3109.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPRE</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>417 (80.04)</td>
<td>100 (19.19)</td>
<td>4 (0.77)</td>
<td>-14.15</td>
<td>1315.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory space analysis</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>213 (40.88)</td>
<td>278 (53.56)</td>
<td>30 (5.76)</td>
<td>-7.68</td>
<td>107.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPRE</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>17 (9.02)</td>
<td>240 (92.93)</td>
<td>34 (8.45)</td>
<td>-25.46</td>
<td>29.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory access vectorization</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>21 (4.03)</td>
<td>497 (95.39)</td>
<td>3 (0.58)</td>
<td>-7.72</td>
<td>75.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoisting</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>10 (1.92)</td>
<td>504 (96.74)</td>
<td>7 (1.34)</td>
<td>-6.50</td>
<td>15.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performing EPRE optimization on the code segment enables hoisting the computation of the address of p[n] out of the loop. Subsequently, running the LPRE optimization hoists the generic load of p[n] out of the loop (Figure 3c). Memory space analysis then proves that pointer p points to global memory space. As a result, all the load operations from generic address space can be converted to loads from specific (in this case, global) memory space, making the conversion to generic address space at the beginning of the code segment also redundant (Figure 3d). In addition, loop unrolling may enable vectorization of accesses to p.

4. Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present an evaluation of classical as well as newly implemented optimizations in the NVIDIA CUDA 4.0 compiler. The performance results demonstrate the importance of these optimizations in any compiler targeting CUDA. This makes all these optimizations as relevant even in the LLVM-based NVIDIA CUDA 4.1 compiler.

4.1. Experimental Methodology

We evaluated 521 kernels from NVIDIA CUBLAS [18] and CUFFT [19] libraries, and the CUDA C applications developed at NVIDIA. The CUBLAS and CUFFT libraries are CUDA implementations of the BLAS and FFT libraries respectively. We also present performance results from running the CUDA implementation of MD simulations in Amber 11 [20], and the Parboil Benchmark Suite [21]. Our measurements were on a 64-bit Linux (Fedora 10) host with Intel Core2 quad-core CPU and 4GB of memory. Some of the performance results using Amber 11 were taken using NVIDIA Fermi-based Tesla C2050, while all remaining results were taken on the Fermi-based GeForce GTX 560 Ti GPU.

All workloads were built in 64-bit mode. Performance measurements were collected by disabling one optimization at a time and compiling and running the tests to see the effects of that optimization compared to when it was enabled. For each workload we used arithmetic mean of 3 measurements.

4.2. Results on kernels

Table 1 shows a summary of the performance results with a row for each optimization that was tested. The fourth column shows the percentage of kernels on which the effect of the optimization is within a tolerance range of +/- 3%. The third and fifth columns respectively show the percentage of kernels that had an improvement and a slowdown, beyond the tolerance level. The last two columns provide the worst and best improvement in percentage respectively. Figure 4 provides a more detailed view of the performance results for the CUDA kernels. For each of the graphs, the x-axis plots the execution time of the kernels in
Figure 4: Performance improvement: x-axis plots size of workload in number of cycles, y-axis plots speedup.
cycles, and the y-axis plots the speedup for each optimization. As a result, speedup plots above the 1.0 mark are improvements.

Memory space analysis caused significant performance gains (Figure 4a), with a few kernels at a workload size of close to 1000 cycles achieving around 2X improvement. Focusing on the kernel that had a 62% improvement, it also had benefits of 11% and 39% improvement due to this analysis, when invoked with different workloads. This kernel had many memory loads inside loops, which were deduced to be shared memory accesses. In addition, this optimization resulted in reduced register pressure when register allocation was performed in the subsequent PTXAS phase. This can happen due to the benefits of memory space analysis mentioned in Section 3.1.1. The register footprint for this kernel reduced from 39 to 32 registers. As explained in Section 2.1, this improvement in turn increased occupancy of the GPU.

Loop unrolling has a significant impact on performance even with large workloads (Figure 4c), with kernels gaining up to 32X speedup. We analyzed the reasons behind some of the large speedups of around 10X, 17X, and 32X. Many loops in these kernels were fully unrolled, which often improves performance [22]. This transformation resulted in an increase in register pressure, which was offset by the fact that unrolling enabled reduction of the stack frame required by the kernel from 240 bytes to 0 bytes. The kernel had loops that stored array elements, followed by loops that used these array elements. Without unrolling, the loops contained many expensive local memory accesses. With full unrolling of the loops, these accesses were entirely eliminated by using more registers. We timed one of the tests that had the kernel with a 32X improvement. Even though the complete test contained other bottlenecks, the speedup for this kernel improved total runtime by more than 10% from 40s to 36s.

Out of the slowdowns caused by this optimization, all except a 4% slowdown were on kernels with extremely short running times (< 6 cycles). For the 4% slowdown, unrolling caused increase in register usage from 30 to 36 registers, resulting in decreased parallelism.

Large workloads of close to 10000 cycles show around 30% improvement due to PRE of load expressions (LPRE) (Figure 4f). For the kernels that slowed down, LPRE increased the live ranges causing slight increase in register pressure. For one of the kernels that had a relatively large workload and faced 7% slowdown, LPRE increased register usage from 32 to 33, in turn reducing parallelism.

Kernels that had large improvements from LPRE had expensive type conversions on the results of load operations. PRE of these loads enabled commoning of these conversion operations. In addition, loop invariant load expressions in several hot loops were optimized by PRE. These combined optimization scenarios resulted in significant decrease in register pressure and a drastic reduction in register spilling. Savings in register spilling also eliminates costly local memory references.

4.3. Results on large applications

We also evaluated the performance effects of these optimizations on the Amber 11 application “NonSetup CPU time” on a Tesla C2050 based on the Fermi architecture. Out of the 6 optimizations evaluated above, EPRE and memory access vectorization improved the runtimes of this application, while the remaining optimizations did not have any effect. Among the different versions of the runs, EPRE resulted in improvements ranging from 16% to 21%. For the largest workload, EPRE improved the timing from 1179s to 984s. Memory access vectorization caused improvements in the 1-2% range.

We also evaluated performance results using the Parboil Benchmark Suite [21]. The time spent doing GPU computation as provided by the benchmark was used for comparison. 4 of the 6 optimizations resulted in significant performance improvement. Unrolling gave the maximum benefit of up to around 9X, while EPRE resulted in benefits ranging from 4% to 90%. Memory space analysis improved the “mm” benchmark by 19%, while vectorization caused improvements from 4% to 14%.

5. Related Work

CUDA C resembles the SPMD model exemplified in Titanium [23]. Both have a textually aligned barrier that can be used for synchronizing parallel activities and for ordering reads and writes of shared memory. CUDA is based on C/C++ which is inherently unsafe whereas Titanium is based on Java and provides type safety and memory safety. This was a conscious design decision made to allow high performance and
interoperability with a rich ecosystem of existing software. On balance this has borne out well, though lack of type and memory safety makes debugging of new parallel software hard. OpenCL [7] has similar goals as CUDA. It is very similar to CUDA, with two key differences. First, CUDA is an integrated heterogeneous language where the host and the device parts form a single program - this makes programming easier. In OpenCL, there is a host program and a separate device program. Second, in OpenCL the memory spaces of data are explicitly part of the type system and it is not possible to mix data of different spaces. This makes design of reusable software hard. In CUDA memory spaces are not part of the type system but act as storage qualifiers.

In this paper, we present a set of optimizations implemented in a CUDA compiler for improving performance of computations that run on the GPU. Other approaches to improving performance of GPU applications include transforming the data-layout to reduce bank conflicts ([24] [25]) and optimizing CPU-GPU communication [26]. These prior research efforts used source-to-source compilation, that applied the transformations and re-generated CUDA C program. On the other hand, our CUDA compiler applies a different set of optimizations on the general purpose computations to be executed on the GPU, and generates PTX code, that can be offline-compiled or JIT-compiled for running on the GPU. As a result, the compiler transformations presented in this paper are complementary to the above mentioned prior work. So our optimizations can be applied on top of the optimizations arising out of other research efforts in the field.

Ryoo et al. present a set of optimization principles that help application performance on the CUDA architecture [22]. There are metrics to prune the optimization space benefiting GPU applications [27]. While the focus of our work is efficient execution of programs on the GPU, there is also a lot of work aimed at transforming a CUDA program for execution on multi-core CPUs ([28] [12]).

The memory space analysis implemented in our compiler can be thought of as a combined analysis [29] which tracks memory spaces of pointers optimistically. So in a sense this is similar to the SSA based optimistic constant propagation [30] where our lattice is the memory spaces treated as constants instead of standard arithmetic constants.

Larsen et al. present a coalescing technique [31] that also works on basic blocks. Their technique differs from us in how they form the vectors, as well as in the usage of dependence analysis to determine coalescing candidates.

The variance analysis described in this paper is based on the algorithm described in [12], where Stratton et al. use the analysis for targeting a CUDA program to multi-core CPUs. Our application of thread variance does not need to track the exact thread dimensions dependence for a variant expression, so in that sense it is a simpler application of their general method.

The rest of the optimizations that are implemented in Open64 are already covered extensively in the existing literature and we mention a few of the important ones here. The PRE algorithm implemented in Open64 is described in detail in [32] and [33]. This algorithm is a SSA based reformulation of the classical lazy code motion [34] method.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented an overview of the CUDA architecture and programming model that provides an insight into compiler optimizations that are essential for a GPU architecture. We have given a detailed description of our implementation of the high-level optimizer in the widely used CUDA C compiler, including some new optimizations that we have developed. We have presented analyses to explain why these new and other existing optimizations are beneficial for GPUs.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first effort to apply these optimizations to compilations of general-purpose computations targeting a GPU device. Moreover, our compilation techniques can be applied on top of existing methodologies for application performance on GPUs. We have presented detailed performance evaluation results that demonstrate the importance of our optimizations in any compiler targeting the CUDA architecture. We observe that our compiler architecture enables general purpose computing to utilize the massive parallelism in today’s GPUs.

In the future we would like to investigate how thread divergence should be minimized. We would like various optimization passes to use variance analysis to help keep divergent code sequences to a minimum.
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